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Lot 742

BIDDING ON THIS LOT REQUIRES
SPECIAL REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS.

Please contact info@juliensauctions.com
or call (310) 836-1818 for additional
information to bid on this lot.
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Kurt Cobain and Nirvana gave voice to the social and
political angst of a disaffected cohort rising from the shadow
of 1980s orthodoxy.  Nirvana and their unique music were
unlike anything that had come before them.  With the
release of "Smells Like Teen Spirit," popular music was set on
a completely different trajectory.  Much as the Beatles had
some 28 years earlier, Nirvana simultaneously changed the
musical landscape of Rock ‘N’ Roll and became the voice of
their own generation with the 1991 release of their second
studio album, Nevermind. 

“I remember hearing it when Nevermind came
out and just thinking, we’ve finally got our Beatles,
this era finally got our Beatles, and ever since
then it’s never happened again.”
Billy Joe Armstrong, Green Day 

Like John Lennon before him, Kurt Cobain tapped into the
cultural undercurrent of a generation.  In Cobain’s case,
rock fans were increasingly disillusioned with the highly
produced and commercialized mainstream rock of the late
1980s.  By 1991, Rock had lost its soul and it was rapidly
losing its marketspace.  Just four months after its release,
Nevermind shot to No. 1 on the Billboard album chart,
displacing Michael Jackson’s Dangerous, and breathing
new life into a flat-lining genre. 

“But Nirvana was also tapping into
something bigger: an emergent, far-flung
world of youth culture that was proudly,
at times self-consciously, ‘alternative.’”
Hua Hsu, The New Yorker (Touchstones)

Nirvana’s emotionally raw, unvarnished, and unflinchingly
iconoclastic sound and style resurrected Rock ‘N’ Roll and
altered the course rock music forever.  In the process, Cobain
became the reluctant spokesman for a generation in open

rebellion against a music industry that had lost its way.  In an
inescapable irony, Kurt Cobain’s success would go on to be
measured by the over 75 million Nirvana records sold, their
industry awards and accolades, and their induction into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in April 2014.  By any metric,
Nirvana ranks as one of the best-selling and most influential
bands of all time. 

“It is the highest calling for an artist to capture a
moment, to embrace and define their time.”
Michael Stipe, R.E.M. (Nirvana Hall of Fame
Induction 2014)

A deeply pensive artist, whose disquiet was communicated
through his writing and performance, Cobain was particularly
ill-at-ease with the celebrity and adulation that came as the
result of his music’s commercial success.  Cobain strove to be
authentic, even modest, in a forum previously dominated by
the flashy and ostentatious.  Cobain saw his art as he saw
himself, an outlier, nonconforming, and unassuming. While at
first blush it may seem a peculiar pairing, it should really come
as no surprise that Cobain selected a guitar that shared so
much of his character for what he intended to be his most
intimate and meaningful performance.  Cobain’s MTV
Unplugged performance was a self-disclosure, and his Martin
D-18E was at once both instrument and revelation. 

With the passage of time and the growth of their legacy, it is
easy to forget just how fast and brightly Nirvana’s flame
burned.  Leading up to their 1993 MTV Unplugged
performance, Nirvana was the most popular band in the
world, but only two years had passed between the time
Nirvana hit the mainstream in 1991 and their iconic MTV
Unplugged appearance.  In what would become Nirvana’s
most legendary performance, Kurt Cobain played his 1959
Martin D-18E in a live taping for the popular MTV Unplugged
series on November 18, 1993.  Approximately five months
before his death, Cobain chose this guitar to paint what
Rolling Stone called “his last self-portrait.” 

NOT SINCE JOHN LENNON AND
THE BEATLES HAD A SONGWRITER
AND HIS BAND SO COMPLETELY
PERSONIFIED THE MUSICAL AND
CULTURAL ZEITGEIST OF AN ERA.  
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Nirvana’s acoustic performance that night produced one of
the greatest live albums of all time, MTV Unplugged in New
York.  Cuts from the album, released seven months after
Cobain’s death, would go on to become the most celebrated
and defining versions of Nirvana’s songs, “All Apologies,”
“Come As You Are,” “About A Girl,” and “Dumb,” as well as
covers of David Bowie’s “The Man Who Sold the World” and
a haunting rendition of Lead Belly’s “Black Girl” renamed
“Where Did You Sleep Last Night.”  MTV Unplugged in New
York debuted at No. 1 on the U.S. Billboard charts and is
consistently ranked among the top ten live albums of all time.

Cobain’s mastery of this guitar along with Nirvana’s flawless
acoustic and vocal performance propelled the MTV
Unplugged in New York album to multi-platinum certification
and it won the Grammy Award for Best Alternative Music
Album in 1996.

Kurt Cobain’s approach to his MTV Unplugged performance
seemed to be a break from all that came before it.
Fundamentally, it was all about Cobain; and without
compromise.  Nothing about the event - from the lighting
and stage dressing, to the setlist, the sound, and Cobain’s
choice of the Martin D-18E - none of these critical decisions
were made to please either the audience or MTV itself.
Cobain’s choices were all as personally significant as they
were deliberate. 

A glance at the setlist only underscores the fact that Cobain
was not there to play to the crowd as much as he was
performing songs that were meaningful to him.  The setlist
included 14 songs, including six covers by The Vaselines,
David Bowie, Lead Belly, and three by the Meat Puppets
(who joined Nirvana on stage).  Cobain’s performance of
Lead Belly’s “Where Did You Sleep Last Night?” has been
described as both fragile and powerfully heartrending.

“In the last verse of the song, Cobain leaned
forward in his gray office chair and broke into a
scream. Just before he was about to finish, Cobain
sighed fast and opened his eyes in one last,
panicked stare, as if someone had told him a
secret he never wanted to know.”
Stefany Anne Golberg, The Smart Set

In truth, the MTV Unplugged audience was somewhat
incidental to Cobain’s purpose that night and Cobain drew
little energy from the mostly passive crowd that encircled the
studio stage.  Cobain gave voice to his mounting
dissatisfaction about Nirvana being known principally for
songs released during their “mainstream” period when he
told the MTV Unplugged audience that the first song on the
setlist was from of their first album, and noted derisively that,
"most people don't own it."

At its heart, Cobain’s MTV Unplugged performance was
about taking control and being himself; memorializing what
his music, his career, and his life were all about.  It was not a

mainstream performance, nor was it about pleasing the
mainstream.  The critical and commercial success of his MTV
Unplugged performance was likely not even a distant
concern to Cobain.  Cobain’s purpose was to be seen and
remembered for who he was and what he valued. 

No one can know what was going through Cobain's mind at
the time he planned and meticulously crafted all of the
elements that made his MTV Unplugged performance, but
Rolling Stone's reflection seems on point: “Surrounded by
lilies, the flowers of death, Kurt Cobain sat on a soundstage
almost five months before his suicide and made his last self-
portrait.”  Brush stroke after brushstroke, Cobain masterfully
put his soul to canvass with this Martin D-18E guitar. 

All recorded in one take (a first for the Unplugged series),
Cobain’s performance was not about technical perfection.
Rather, Cobain sought to be perfectly raw and authentic.  In
that sense, Cobain’s performance was a flawless masterclass
in self-expression on every level.  It was truly more like a peek
into a personal jam session than a concert.  But that is the
kind of band that Nirvana was throughout their career.  The
audience always seemed oddly out of place. 

Perhaps the most important decision Cobain made for his
MTV Unplugged performance was the "brush" he chose to
paint the self-portrait that would ultimately be recognized
as his greatest work.  The "brush" chosen by Cobain was his
1959 Martin D-18E guitar, and it was the only guitar he used
throughout the entire MTV Unplugged performance.
Cobain purchased this guitar and its vintage hardshell case
at Voltage Guitars in Los Angeles. Both the guitar and its
case were personally customized, by Cobain, prior to his
MTV appearance.

Appreciation for Cobain’s performance that night has only
grown with the passing years.  Cobain's performance
revealed an unexpected side of his genius to the world and
hinted at even greater potential that was never realized.
Cobain friend and confidant, Michael Stipe of R.E.M., has
shared that the sound and style of Unplugged is what was
planned for the next Nirvana album - the one that ultimately
was never realized. 

Twenty-six years later, Cobain’s MTV Unplugged
performance remains the definitive self-portrait of a
generation’s most transformative artist.  Cobain’s Martin D-
18E guitar survives as the most recognizable and important
artifact, not only of Cobain’s MTV Unplugged performance,
but of Cobain as an artist. 

Cobain was known for smashing guitars on stage and
wreaking havoc with instruments used by the band in their
live performances.  In contrast, after driving the last song of
their MTV Unplugged performance with a primal howling,
Cobain held his Martin D-18E guitar with reverence.
Ultimately, he placed the guitar carefully back on its stand -
almost as a stand-in for himself - and left it center stage as
he walked away.
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NIRVANA’S MTV UNPLUGGED SETLIST
“About a Girl”
“Come as You Are”
“Jesus Doesn’t Want Me for a Sunbeam” (The Vaselines cover)
“The Man Who Sold the World” (David Bowie cover)
“Pennyroyal Tea”
“Dumb”
“Polly”
“On a Plain”
“Something in the Way”
“Plateau” (Meat Puppets cover, with Meat Puppets)
“Oh, Me” (Meat Puppets cover, with Meat Puppets)
“Lake of Fire” (Meat Puppets cover, with Meat Puppets)
“All Apologies”
“Where Did You Sleep Last Night?” (Lead Belly cover)

REHEARSAL (RELEASED ON THE 25TH ANNIVERSARY REISSUE)
“Come as You Are”
“Polly”
“Plateau”
“Penny Royal Tea”
“The Man Who Sold the World”
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GUITAR SPECIFICATIONS
1959 Martin D-18E

Serial Number: 166854 (No. 7 of 302)

Body Style: Dreadnought

Wood Composition: Mahogany Back and Sides,
Adirondack Spruce Top, One-Piece Mahogany Neck

Design Elements: Two DeArmond Pickups, Three Control Knobs,
Pickup Selector Switch, Tortoiseshell Pickguard

MODIFICATIONS
Voltage Guitars recut the nut so it could be played by Cobain left-handed.

John Saba filled in the bridge and routed a new slot for the saddle.

Bartolini 3AV pickup added to the soundhole.

This was one of the first Martins to have electric pickups and marked
Martin Guitars’ earliest foray into electric guitars.

ORIGINAL ACQUISITIONS
According to Cobain’s guitar technician, Earnie Bailey,
Cobain bought the Martin D–18E at Voltage Guitars
in Los Angeles.
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GUITAR CASE
The guitar is accompanied by a vintage black hardshell case
used by Cobain to carry his Martin D-18E guitar.

The neck of the guitar case was personalized by Cobain with a
flyer for Portland Oregon based band, Poison Idea’s 1990 album
Feel the Darkness. The flyer is duct taped to the case.

Nirvana and Poison Idea both played at the September 1992
“No on 9” benefit in Portland, Oregon.

The case also has two Alaska Airlines Fragile stickers;
one attached to each side.

Included in the case compartment are: three Dunlop 60mm guitar
picks, a partial set of Martin & Co. Phospher Bronze guitar strings,
and a small black velvet pouch containing silvertone knife, fork, and
spoon lapel pins each with pinbacks. Three baggage claim ticket
stubs are affixed to the handle of the case.
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COBAIN’S OTHER LIVE PERFORMANCES
WITH THIS MARTIN D-18E
09/08/1993 Club Lingerie, Los Angeles, California
10/26/1993 Mecca Auditorium, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
10/30/1993 Harra Arena, Dayton Ohio
11/02/1993 Auditorium de Verdun, Montereal, Canada
11/04/1993 Maple Leaf Gardens, Toronto, Canada
11/09/1993 Stabler Arena, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
11/10/1993 Springfield Civic Center, Springfield, Massachusetts
12/05/1993 Fair Park Coliseum, Dallas, Texas
12/29/1993 San Diego Sports Arena, San Diego, California
12/30/1993 Great western Forum, Inglewood, California
12/31/1993 Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum Arena, Oakland, California
02/25/1994 Palatrussardi, Milan, Italy
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